
USA Swimming timing adjustment 

change effective May 1, 2016 
 There is a significant new timing rule that goes into effect 

on May 1, 2016.

 In line with FINA rules, USA swimming has decided to drop 

the requirement to perform adjustment of backup times by 

calculating the consistent average across the other lanes. 

This will greatly simplify the determination of back up 

times. 

 Remember that rules are applied on the first day of the 

meet and used for the duration of that meet, so meets 

which start in April but finish on May 1st will still need to 

use the old rule on May 1st.



Lane Malfunction
 102.24.4D

 Effective May 1, 2016, back-up times do not need to 
be adjusted for timing differences.

 Use button time reported by timing console.

 Note that Colorado automatically deducts 0.15 
seconds but Daktronics does not. Both are acceptable.

 Use watch time without adjustment.



Time Verification (Pad, Button & Watches) 5/1/16

At least one button 

confirms pad time
Y

Use pad time

Watches confirm one 

button time and faster 

than pad

Y

Collect order of finish and coach’s time. Compare with 

pad/watch/button times. Use best judgment.

Watches confirm each 

other and faster than pad

Y
Use watch average

N

At least one watch 

confirms pad time

Y

N

N

N

Buttons confirm each 

other and faster than pad
Y

N

Use button average

Electronic Timing TIP:

Calculate the adjusted 

button average, 

when the pad is not 

confirmed & 2 buttons 

agree, before watch 

times arrive to speed 

the process!

Use button



Configuring Meet Manager 
In Meet Manager 6 the timing adjustment method 

can be specified in Meet Set-up. (FINA Rules)



Configuring Meet Manager 
In Meet Manager 4 or 5 the timing adjustment 

method can be set in the Run Screen Preferences 
for Backup Times. (FINA)



Configuring TouchPad Meet Manager
In Touch Pad the timing adjustment method can be 

set in Entering Meet results under the Timer 
Adjustments Rules Preference. (FINA Rules)



Colorado 6
 Need to turn off the built in averaging system after 

May 1, 2016

 The built in averaging system will still be used for 
High School and Masters meets



Colorado 6 (continued)

1. Use the softkeys on the right to select “Setups”

2. Use Up/Down softkeys to select “Timing”

3. Use Up/Down softkeys to select 
“Automatic Backup Time Adjustment”

4. Use Off softkey to turn off



Daktronics
 Does not do any button adjustment

 Beware that button averages on the Daktronics 
printout may be rounded up instead of truncated
(depending upon version)


